Optimize Space, enhance 24/7 Access and offer Customized Self-Service with Nexbib at Booth #3012

Suwanee, GA, June 11, 2024 – Nexbib leverages decades of specialized experience to offer dynamic Open Library concepts, sophisticated people traffic analysis tools, and flexible self-service ecosystems. Discover our latest innovations which are tailored to meet the evolving needs of our digital society, with a strong focus on sustainability, accessibility, and ergonomics.

With Nex.Count Occuspace, a premier solution in the academic library sector, libraries gain access to precise attendance figures and real-time data for strategic decision-making. This ensures the well-being and safety of library users, optimizes staffing, and improves space management, e.g., in specific zones, during events, by strategically placing resources in high-traffic areas and ensuring optimal staffing levels.

Come talk to us about special pricing incentives for the people traffic products!

Discover Nex.365 Open Library, a flexible concept that extends library hours, welcoming both existing and new community members outside regular staffed hours. This transformation creates a modern, open, and safe space for meeting, working, learning, or playing—available from early morning to late evening, seven days a week.

Experience the next generation of customer service with our Nex.Kiosk Nordic models. These include desktop or height-adjustable stand-alone units, designed to meet the expectations of today’s smartphone society. Customize your kiosk to reflect a unique library atmosphere with a modular screen setup, a fresh user interface, and vibrant promotional images to showcase news, events, and library collections.

Join us to explore these infinitely scalable, instantly deployable, and privacy-safe technologies and RFID ecosystems, empowering libraries to serve their communities in transformative ways.

Meet us at ALA Booth #3012. Let us know your preferred date.

Contact: Scott Hackstadt . Phone +1 (805) 270-3222. eMail info-us@nexbib.com
About Nexbib

Nexbib offers advanced Open Library and RFID solutions, tailored for libraries of any type and size. Developing dynamic concepts with digital strategies and scalable technology, the company collaborates closely with libraries, focusing on community needs and the digital demands of today’s and future generations. Emphasizing sustainability and the 2030 Agenda, Nexbib innovates by offering accessible self-service, item return and sorting solutions, security, and media management systems. Its Open Library concepts and custom-branded library app provide the flexibility modern users seek, making libraries more inviting and engaging as essential community spaces.

Learn more at www.nexbib.com

Follow Nexbib on LinkedIn, YouTube, Facebook, X, Instagram